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Do and Don’t for Casio Watches

Please do not use the watch
for scuba diving unless specify.

Please do not use the watch in
any heated sauna and hot
showers.

Please seek Casio service
centre or authorized partners
for professional advice.

Please do not operate the crown
or button in any water condition.

Please avoid exposing leather or
non-resin materials to water.

Please have your watch check
and maintain periodically.
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General FAQ about changing watch batteries

1. How often do I have to change my watch batteries?
- It depends on model to model. Generally, have your watch check every
1-2 year as a form of general maintenance which include water resistant
test for most models.
2. Do you recommend changing the battery at any watch shop?
- To get the form of assurance and reliability test (e.g. Water proofing and
accuracy testing), consult the authorized or main service centre as they are
able to meet the necessary requirement.

3. My watch is a tough solar model. Do I have to change the battery?
- As suggested, please have your watch check by our authorized service
partner periodically to ensure its operating properly. Inadequate charging
or draining of battery may wear out the cell prematurely. Battery may
leak due to malfunction and damage the circuitry as a result.
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General FAQ about changing watch batteries

1. Why did my watch failed the water resistant test?
-Watch case

2. Do you recommend changing the battery at any watch shop?
- To get the form of assurance and reliability test (e.g. Water proofing and
accuracy testing), consult the authorized or main service centre as they are
able to meet the necessary requirement.
3. My watch is a tough solar model. Do I have to change the battery?
- As suggested, please have your watch check by our authorized service
partner periodically to ensure its operating properly. Inadequate charging
or draining of battery may wear out the cell prematurely. Battery may
leak due to malfunction and damage the circuitry as a result.
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